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Abstract

In order to attract, recruit and retain underrepresented minority students to pursue Astronomy and related fields, we must ensure that there continues to be a well qualified pool of graduate and undergraduate students from which to recruit. This required pool of people are today’s elementary, middle and high school students. The Astronomy community must be proactive in demonstrating the importance of pursuing scientific study and careers to these students and their parents. Only by actively engaging these communities can U.S Astronomy hope to increase the numbers of minority PhDs and continue to be a leader in Astronomical discovery and knowledge.

1. Statement of the problem:
Increasingly the challenge to our nation is the decrease in the highly skilled, technical workforce. U.S. students are scoring lower on tests in science and math than their counterparts worldwide. The American education system is failing to produce the technically literate workforce needed to advance astronomy research. For every 100 US students entering 9th grade, only 18% will graduate within the 7-10 years with a college associates or bachelors degree. Furthermore, only 30% of US college students major in science fields (Hunt, 2006). The changing demographics of the U.S. over the next 10+ years will exacerbate this deficit of technically skilled workers. The underrepresented minority workforce (adults age 25-64) is growing the fastest, but these are the same workers who are most likely to be under-educated for positions in the fields of science and technology (see Figures 1 & 2). If these education gaps continue (and continue to grow), we face a situation where there could be a sharp decrease in the working population who have the basic qualifications needed to pursue higher education in science fields (see Figure 3).

In order to keep our technological workforce strong, we must be proactive in increasing the opportunities for minority students to succeed in the areas of math and science. Until we increase the numbers of minority students coming out of our K-12 school system who are proficient in math and science, we will not be able to involve these students in the astronomy enterprise.1

Formal astronomy classes are rarely offered to K-12 students until perhaps their last one or two years of high school, however astronomy remains an important gateway science because of its ability to capture the imaginations of people of all ages (Ward et al, 2007, AANM, 2001). The public popularity of astronomy can and should be used to

1 By “Astronomy Enterprise” we mean Astronomy and related fields that include Physics, engineering and computer science. See the associated Positional Paper, “Increasing the Number of Underrepresented Minorities in Astronomy at the Undergraduate, Graduate, and Postdoctoral Levels,” hereafter, Paper I.
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The previous astronomical decadal review, “Astronomy and Astrophysics in the New Millennium” (2001), presents recommendations for increasing the role of astronomy in K-12 education and public outreach. Here we build on these recommendations by identifying steps that need to be taken to expand K-12 Astronomy education to underserved communities, specifically to underrepresented minority students.

2. Solutions:

All students, including those with underrepresented minority backgrounds, need to be engaged in science inquiry at early stages in their schooling careers with knowledgeable and experienced science teachers. This engagement must be made in both formal (Cuevas et al., 2005) and informal (Bell et al., 2009) settings where creative learning and

---

2 Here we used the term ‘underserved’ regions or areas to refer to poor urban and rural locations. While these may not be exclusively predominantly minority areas, often they are.

3 We cite here the policy recommendations made in the National Science Teachers Association document, “Rising Above the Storm: Science Education in the 21st Century”. (www.nsta.org/about/olpa/risingabove.aspx)
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...thinking can occur. Furthermore, this engagement must involve long-term exposure to science inquiry and scientific ways of thinking (Jolly et al., 2004).

Astronomers must be proactive in promoting science and math interest at the K-12 levels by interacting with students, teachers and the public in underserved communities in order to nurture an understanding of the field and its benefits to the broader community (AANM 2001).

The Astronomer’s role in engaging minority K-12 students

Minority students should be exposed early to science learning and activities. Early on students are interested in almost everything, but as they progress to middle school and later, programs may be needed to engage or re-engage students in science disciplines (Clewell & Campbell, 2000, Jolly, Campbell and Perlman 2004).

Astronomy is a good introductory science topic for younger students because physical science concepts are readily accessible to students through simple activities (Ward, R.B., et al., 2007). For example, very young children are able to recognize the moon and know that sometimes it is up during the day as well as at night and that it does not always appear to be the same shape. With some help, younger children can even recognize that at a given time of day, the moon will be in a different part of the sky on consecutive nights. In other words, even kindergarten students can make astronomical observations. These types of observations require a few clear nights/days, but they don’t require equipment or even a dark sky. Students in the most heavily light polluted inner city can participate in this kind of activity. This is the power of Astronomy to introduce students (even very young students) to science inquiry.

Programs like the Astronomical Society of the Pacific’s Project Astro and Family Astro engage young students in the experience of science inquiry4. These programs have proven to be popular with teachers, students and the Astronomers who partner with them. They have been successful, not only in teaching students how to engage in scientific thinking through astronomy examples, but also in providing role models for children who may not know any ‘real’ scientists. Project Astro has made some inroads into a few underserved areas through an NSF grant to expand the

---

4 Websites for Project Astro, [www.astrosociety.org/education/astro/project_astro.html](http://www.astrosociety.org/education/astro/project_astro.html) and Family Astro, [www.astrosociety.org/education/family.html](http://www.astrosociety.org/education/family.html)
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initiative. With this money the project was able to give priority to proposed sites that would prioritize outreach to such areas (private communication). However, to reach a critical mass of minority students, programs like this must be expanded to include more of these communities. One way to do this is to expand funding for programs that partner Astronomers and teachers to other educational institutions, not just schools, in minority serving areas. For example, community-based after school programs should be included in funding programs. These facilities, engage the same youths and families year after year thus providing the continuity needed to engage and retain student interest in science

Informal education can be just as influential to improving the interest and learning of students in the area of science (Bell, 2009, Yager & Falk, 2008). Science centers, museums and astronomy camps are important to advancing the science learning and understanding environment for K-12 students. For example, astronomy camps where students participate in astronomical observations with telescopes at dark sites provide experiences similar to those of real scientists and allow students access to peer groups with similar interests. These types of interactions are important since they allow students the freedom to engage in activities supported by a community. The International Year of Astronomy presents an opportunity to begin these kinds of informal learning experiences for minority students, but these initiatives must be continued and funded over longer periods of time (more than one year) if they are to have an impact on broadening participation in Astronomy (e.g. Sakimoto et al. 2009).

The Astronomer’s role in engaging teachers in underserved areas
The research literature on science education and curriculum development is robust and mature. Astronomers should horizontally partner with professional organizations of teachers, science centers and local teachers to effectively use this information and not “reinvent the wheel”. A number of astronomy centers and departments support teacher professional development workshops where inquiry based methods of astronomy instruction that comply with state or federal standards are taught. As with all teachers, those in underserved areas must be prepelewared to be effective instructors for science

---

5 For example see, http://www.astronomycamp.org/
6 Examples of materials include a. LHS Great Explorations in Math and Science, Lawrence Hall of Science, University of Science Berkeley, 2002.
7 By ‘horizontal partnering’ we mean, as in the Paper 2, genuine partnerships in which each party is responsible for ‘mission critical’ parts of the larger project. That is, where the Astronomer-teacher partnerships are mutually respectful, collaborative and sustaining.
8 For example such organizations include, the American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT), the Association of Science and Technology Centers (ASTC), American Association of Museums
9 Examples of University based teacher enhancement programs include: a. Beck-Winchatz, B. and Barge, J. 2003 “A New Graduate Space Science Course for Urban Elementary and Middle School Teachers at DePaul University in Chicago” The Astronomy Education Review, Issue 1, Volume 2:120-128 and b. McDonald Observatory and University of Texas at Austin’s Summer Workshops at the Observatory, see mcdonaldobservatory.org/teachers/profdev/
classes and those who need additional help must have access to efficacious training programs. Professional development workshops for teachers must be funded and expanded in ways that more actively include teachers in underserved and minority areas if we are to increase participation of students from these areas. As is the case with several universities currently, astronomers should continue to be involved teacher enrichment programs as they are expanded. The AAS should take an active role in helping to evaluate and keep track of these programs so that they are more easily visible to interested teachers.

The Astronomer’s role in engaging the underserved public
Smith & Hausafus (1998) show that students maintain higher scores in math and science if parents help them to see the importance of these subjects in their future careers. This is particularly true for ethnic minority students (see Sakimoto et al., 2007). Therefore, it is important that astronomers commit resources and time to engagement in local underserved communities to encourage citizen (parental) interest and understanding of scientific results in the field of astronomy. Many astronomy departments already engage in public outreach programs like public lecture series, department open houses and star parties. It is important that these activities actively be expanded to include more minority participation and access. This can be achieved through expanded and sustained advertisement of outreach events and the hosting of activities to include minority accessible locations like African-American and Latino themed museums, Minority Serving Institutions, e.g. local HBCUs, HSIs, Tribal colleges, community centers and organizations as well as churches. In order to sustain this engagement in the minority community, astronomy departments need to be flexible in supporting and aiding students, postdocs and faculty to participate in these activities, perhaps even sponsoring TA positions for interested students. These science education and outreach activities are important to the health and success of the astronomical enterprise and must be recognized as such by the astronomical community.

3. Specific Recommendations:

Recommendations for colleges, universities, & national centers

1. Commit resources (money, interested staff, time) to support engagement in local underserved communities, to encourage citizen interest and understanding of scientific results and the field of astronomy.

2. Form ‘horizontal’ two-way partnerships with teacher’s professional organizations and local teachers to determine effective ways to engage minority K-12 students and/or their teachers.

---

10 From recommendations made in the National Science Teachers Association document, “Rising Above the Storm: Science Education in the 21st Century”. (www.nsta.org/about/olpa/risingabovex.aspx)

11 See Paper 2 appendix for maps of HBCUs, HSIs and Tribal colleges.
3. Form partnerships with minority serving institutions—both academic and community based—to identify the best ways to interact with these communities.
4. Provide support and aid for students, postdocs and faculty to participate in outreach activities, perhaps even sponsoring TA positions for interested students.
5. Start or support, by involvement in, local academic and mentoring programs for minority students that bridge the transition from high school to college\textsuperscript{12}.

**Recommendations for funding agencies**
1. Provide opportunities for continuity of funding for astronomy education programs. The most successful programs that engage minority students and teachers in underserved areas can achieve continuity by establishing Federal funding cycles in the same way that research is funded. The current practice of awarding seed funding with restrictions against coming back for more is deleterious to the success of such programs.
2. Continue to fund and expand astronomy education programs that focus both on student enrichment and teacher professional development in underserved communities.
3. Fund efforts to expand informal learning in underserved communities.

**Recommendations for professional societies**
1. Create and maintain current networks and databases for teachers/students with information on available astronomical programs and workshops.
2. Play a lead role in identifying exceptionally effective K-12 outreach and education programs and work to see that they are adopted widely, particularly in underserved communities.
3. Endorse efforts to institute inquiry methods of teaching astronomy wherever possible, in classroom & informal teaching, as well as in citizen science forums.
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\textsuperscript{12} For examples, see programs like Pre-Map detailed in the appendix of Paper I. A few other programs that support transitions for minority students from high school to college are the Posse Foundation (www.possefoundation.org) and MIT’s Project Interphase (//web.mit.edu/ome/programs-services/interphase/index.html).


